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Introduction {#sec005}
============

Trauma is still a leading cause of death and has enormous impact on patient's life and health systems \[[@pone.0148844.ref001]\]. According to "WHO Global Status Report on Road Safety" more than 1.2 million people die on the world's roads every year and as many as 50 million others are injured (WHO). Especially in low- and middle income countries road traffic injuries remain a serious health problem \[[@pone.0148844.ref002]\]. Large national databases allow the identification of risk factors and strategies associated with improved outcome. These databases usually include patients admitted in to the hospital. However, a high rate (50%-60%) of fatally injured victims do not arrive at hospital and die due to trauma prior to arrival \[[@pone.0148844.ref003]\]. Preclinical mortality studies and investigations of causes of deaths proven by an autopsy have not been frequently performed. However, this data can provide valuable information to identify clinical problems.

The first publication and statistical analysis done over 30 years ago related to preclinical and clinical trauma has observed a trimodal pattern of mortality \[[@pone.0148844.ref004]\]. Moreover, this autopsy based study allowed the identification of the immediate causes of death and injury patterns. Other autopsy studies have provided important information regarding injury severity, distribution of organ damage, the importance of missed injuries and possible preventability of deaths \[[@pone.0148844.ref005],[@pone.0148844.ref006]\]. Despite its value, the autopsy rate in most countries remains low. In order to understand the patterns and trends in mortality after trauma over the last decades, we have performed a review of literature focusing on clinical and preclinical mortality including post-mortem examinations.

Materials and Methods {#sec006}
=====================

A review of the literature was performed on available publications including autopsy data in severely injured patients. A literature search was conducted using PubMed/Medline database for relevant medical literature in English or German language published within the last four decades (1980--2015). The following MeSH search terms were used in different combinations: "*multiple trauma*", "*epidemiology*", "*mortality"*, "*causes of death*", and "*autopsy*". Further searches employed combination of terms and synonyms. References of retrieved publications were also searched in order to identify additional papers that may have been missed via the electronic search.

Studies were included if they fit to the following inclusion criteria:

-   Original research papers published between January 1, 1980 and September 31, 2015

-   Published in a peer-review journals of any study design (prospective and retrospective)

-   Focus on blunt and penetrating trauma

-   Autopsy of trauma patients performed

-   No review articles, textbook chapters, posters and abstracts

Publications were chosen if they contained adequate information (at least two parameters for tables). Literature was chronologically summarized in tables. Variables of interest were: age of patients, gender (percentage of male), injury severity described by Injury Severity Score (ISS), pattern of mortality (unimodal, bimodal, etc.). type of trauma (blunt versus penetrating), and causes of death determined by an autopsy.

Results {#sec007}
=======

The standardized search revealed a total of 15 publications: There were 3 reports published between 1980 and 1989; 3 reports between 1990 and 1999; 7 articles between 2000 and 2010, and 2 publications between 2011 and 2015. [Fig 1](#pone.0148844.g001){ref-type="fig"} shows a flow diagram of studies included and excluded according to the eligibility criteria. The initial search revealed 83 relevant publications, of which 68 were excluded (reviews, abstracts, mono-trauma, no autopsy, etc.). The remaining 15 publications were included in to the final analysis. [Table 1](#pone.0148844.t001){ref-type="table"} describes the inclusion and exclusion criteria of studies reviewed. Almost all reports from the year 2000 to 2015 included a detailed list of inclusion and exclusion criteria. The majority of studies excluded non-traumatic deaths such as: burns, hanging, drowning, etc. In articles published prior the year 2000 these data were only mentioned in minority of studies.

![This flow diagram demonstrates the inclusion and exclusion of articles found in databases.](pone.0148844.g001){#pone.0148844.g001}

10.1371/journal.pone.0148844.t001

###### Summary of inclusion and exclusion criteria of studies included in to this review.

![](pone.0148844.t001){#pone.0148844.t001g}

  References                                           Pat. (No)   Inclusion Criteria            Exclusion Criteria
  ---------------------------------------------------- ----------- ----------------------------- ----------------------------------
  (Baker et al., 1980)\[[@pone.0148844.ref007]\]       437         all accidental trauma         ND
  (Pories et al., 1989)\[[@pone.0148844.ref019]\]      54          all trauma victims            ND
  (Shackford et al., 1989)\[[@pone.0148844.ref020]\]   104         all major trauma victims      ND
  (Sahdev et al., 1994)\[[@pone.0148844.ref009]\]      177         all road traffic fatalities   ND
  (Sauaia et al., 1995)\[[@pone.0148844.ref018]\]      289         all trauma deaths             ND
  (Meislin et al., 1997)\[[@pone.0148844.ref017]\]     710         all trauma deaths             drowning, poisoning, burns
                                                                   (\<18 month after trauma)     overdose
  (Hodgson et al., 2000)\[[@pone.0148844.ref021]\]     108         all blunt trauma deaths       ND
  (Marson et al., 2001)\[[@pone.0148844.ref022]\]      115         motor vehicle crash deaths    ND
  (Chiara et al., 2002)\[[@pone.0148844.ref014]\]      255         all trauma deaths             poisoning, drowning, overdose
                                                                                                 hanging
  (Stewart et al., 2003)\[[@pone.0148844.ref023]\]     753         all trauma deaths             ND
  (Tien et al., 2007)\[[@pone.0148844.ref024]\]        558         all trauma deaths             burns, drowning, hanging
  (Søreide et al., 2007)\[[@pone.0148844.ref011]\]     260         all trauma deaths from        non-residents, hanging,
                                                                   study area                    drowning, poisoning, suffocation
  (Pang et al., 2008)\[[@pone.0148844.ref025]\]        186         all trauma deaths             non-residents
  (Evans et al.,2010)\[[@pone.0148844.ref015]\]        175         all trauma deaths             electrocution, drowning, hanging
                                                                                                 strangling, poisoning
  (Kleber et al. 2012) \[[@pone.0148844.ref026]\]      440         all trauma deaths             strangulation, burns, drowning,
                                                                                                 Non-traumatic deaths

ND = no data

[Table 2](#pone.0148844.t002){ref-type="table"} demonstrated the demographic parameters and the injury severity score described in reviewed studies. Over the observation period of 35 years we have found an increase of mean age of included study populations. The rate of male trauma patients was reported between 55% and 88%. Moreover, the injury severity has been shown to have a wide range between the studies. The lowest ISS value was 9 and the highest was reported with 62.3.

10.1371/journal.pone.0148844.t002

###### Demographic parameters of patients included in to the study.

Over the observation period of 30 years we observed an increased age of study populations. The meant Injury Severity Score (ISS) has shown a wide range between 9 points and up to 62.3 points.
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  References                                           Age (Years)       Gender (% of Male)   ISS (Points)
  ---------------------------------------------------- ----------------- -------------------- -----------------
  (Baker et al., 1980)\[[@pone.0148844.ref007]\]       65%\<51           75.3                 mean 43
  (Pories et al., 1989)\[[@pone.0148844.ref019]\]      median 28         74                   mean 9
  (Shackford et al., 1989)\[[@pone.0148844.ref020]\]   mean 34.5         ND                   mean 49.5
  (Sahdev et al., 1994)\[[@pone.0148844.ref009]\]      mean 35           88                   mean 37.8
  (Sauaia et al., 1995)\[[@pone.0148844.ref018]\]      mean 36.8         79                   mean 35.7
  (Meislin et al., 1997)\[[@pone.0148844.ref017]\]     mean42.9--49.3    79.6--67.9           Mean 39--25.6
  (Hodgson et al., 2000)\[[@pone.0148844.ref021]\]     median 39         72                   mean 30--43
  (Marson et al., 2001)\[[@pone.0148844.ref022]\]      mean 33.9--35.3   81.3--82.8           ND
  (Chiara et al., 2002)\[[@pone.0148844.ref014]\]      mean 44--55       73                   mean 27.5--62.3
  (Stewart et al., 2003)\[[@pone.0148844.ref023]\]     mean 42.5         ND                   mean 41.2
  (Tien et al., 2007)\[[@pone.0148844.ref024]\]        mean 48.7         71.2                 mean 38.8
  (Søreide et al., 2007)\[[@pone.0148844.ref011]\]     mean 45.8         75                   median 38
  (Pang et al., 2008)\[[@pone.0148844.ref025]\]        mean 36.5         74                   median 25
  (Evans et al.,2010)\[[@pone.0148844.ref015]\]        mean 55           55                   mean 36
  (Kleber et al. 2012) \[[@pone.0148844.ref026]\]      mean 58           64.1                 ND

ND = no data

[Table 3](#pone.0148844.t003){ref-type="table"} summarizes the rate of penetrating and blunt trauma. All publications distinguished between these two trauma entities. The majority of studies (12 out of 15 papers) included both penetrating and blunt trauma victims in to their studies. The rate of penetrating injuries has also shown a wide range from 4% to 38%. The majority of the studies focused on preclinical and clinical patients. Four out of 15 publications did not include preclinical deaths.

10.1371/journal.pone.0148844.t003

###### The majority of studies included both penetrating and blunt trauma patients.

The rate of penetrating injuries shows a wide range from 4% to 38%. However, 4 studies excluded preclinical deaths from the analysis.
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  References                                           Penetrating Trauma (%)   Blunt Trauma (%)   Pre-clinical Deaths (Yes)
  ---------------------------------------------------- ------------------------ ------------------ ---------------------------
  (Baker et al., 1980)\[[@pone.0148844.ref007]\]       31                       45.7               X
  (Pories et al., 1989)\[[@pone.0148844.ref019]\]      13                       84                 \-
  (Shackford et al., 1989)\[[@pone.0148844.ref020]\]   37.5                     57.7               \-
  (Sahdev et al., 1994)\[[@pone.0148844.ref009]\]      \-                       100                X
  (Sauaia et al., 1995)\[[@pone.0148844.ref018]\]      49                       48                 X
  (Meislin et al., 1997)\[[@pone.0148844.ref017]\]     Up to35                  34--71             X
  (Hodgson et al., 2000)\[[@pone.0148844.ref021]\]     \-                       100                \-
  (Marson et al., 2001)\[[@pone.0148844.ref022]\]      \-                       100                X
  (Chiara et al., 2002)\[[@pone.0148844.ref014]\]      22                       78.1               X
  (Stewart et al., 2003)\[[@pone.0148844.ref023]\]     21                       71                 \-
  (Sharma et al., 2005)\[[@pone.0148844.ref027]\]      up to 6.3                56.9               X
  (Tien et al., 2007)\[[@pone.0148844.ref024]\]        13                       80                 X
  (Søreide et al., 2007)\[[@pone.0148844.ref011]\]     13                       87                 X
  (Pang et al., 2008)\[[@pone.0148844.ref025]\]        4.8                      53.2               X
  (Evans et al., 2010)\[[@pone.0148844.ref015]\]       14                       76                 X
  (Kleber et al., 2012)\[[@pone.0148844.ref026]\]      13.2                     78.6               X

[Table 4](#pone.0148844.t004){ref-type="table"} gives an overview over patterns of mortality and most frequent causes of death. Our review has identified 5 studies with a unimodal distribution of mortality. In these studies, only one peak (mostly preclinical or direct after admission) was observed with a homogenous post-traumatic course. In the other hand 4 publications have described a bimodal pattern. These studies identified a further peak during a clinical course mostly related to late deaths. Four peaks were reported by one study. One work has identified a model-dependent relation between the pattern of death and time intervals chosen. Almost all studies (12 out of 15) have shown consistent results regarding the causes of death. Brain injury was still the leading cause of death over the period of 30 years. Exsanguination (10 out of 15 studies) and combination of brain injury and hemorrhagic shock was reported in 6 out of 15 studies.

10.1371/journal.pone.0148844.t004

###### Pattern of mortality and three most frequent causes of death over the period of 30 years.
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  References                                           Pattern of mortality   Caused of deaths
  ---------------------------------------------------- ---------------------- ------------------
  (Baker et al., 1980)\[[@pone.0148844.ref007]\]       ND                     BI ; TI ; HS
  (Pories et al., 1989)\[[@pone.0148844.ref019]\]      ND                     BI, HS ; Other
  (Shackford et al., 1989)\[[@pone.0148844.ref020]\]   ND                     BI ; HS ; TI
  (Sahdev et al., 1994)\[[@pone.0148844.ref009]\]      Four peaks             BI, HS ; BI+HS
  (Sauaia et al., 1995)\[[@pone.0148844.ref018]\]      Bimodal                BI ; HS ; MOF
  (Meislin et al., 1997)\[[@pone.0148844.ref017]\]     Bimodal                BI ; HS ; Other
  (Hodgson et al., 2000)\[[@pone.0148844.ref021]\]     Bimodal                BI ; Sepsis ; HS
  (Marson et al., 2001)\[[@pone.0148844.ref022]\]      Unimodal               BI; HS; BI+HS
  (Chiara et al., 2002)\[[@pone.0148844.ref014]\]      Unimodal               BI+HS ; HS ; BI
  (Stewart et al., 2003)\[[@pone.0148844.ref023]\]     Unimodal               BI ; HS ; BI+HS
  (Tien et al., 2007)\[[@pone.0148844.ref024]\]        ND                     BI ; HS ; BI+HS
  (Søreide et al., 2007)\[[@pone.0148844.ref011]\]     Model-dependent        BI ; HS ; MOF
  (Pang et al., 2008)\[[@pone.0148844.ref025]\]        Unimodal               BI; HS; BI+HS
  (Evans et al., 2010)\[[@pone.0148844.ref015]\]       Unimodal               BI; HS; BI+HS
  (Kleber et al. 2012)\[[@pone.0148844.ref026]\]       Bimodal                PT; BI; HS

A trimodal distribution has not been confirmed in autopsy studies. Unimodal and bimodal distribution of deaths has ben described. Moreover, brain injury, exsanguination and combination of brain injury and severe bleeding were the leading causes of death after trauma.

ND = No Data; BI = Brain Injury; TI = Thoracic Injury; HS = Haemorrhagic Shock; MOF = Multiple Organ Failure; PT = Polytrauma

Discussion {#sec008}
==========

The analysis of the distribution of trauma deaths is crucial to identify areas of improvement in pre-clinical and hospital trauma care. A trimodal distribution of deaths was described over three decades ago and is still considered as standard in most textbooks and literature \[[@pone.0148844.ref004],[@pone.0148844.ref007],[@pone.0148844.ref008]\]. The first peak was classified as immediate death (with in 60 minutes) and included up to 45% of all trauma victims. The main cause of death in these patients was major injury of central nervous system or cardiovascular injuries. The second peak included early deaths (within 1 to 4 hours) and accounted for about 34% of death. Cardiovascular and neurological injuries were also the predominant causes of death. The third peak, which was considered the lowest (20%), included late deaths (\> 1 week). Most of these patients died due to systemic complications, such as sepsis or multiple organ failure (MOF) \[[@pone.0148844.ref004]\].

Our literature review revealed that papers published in the last two decades did not confirm the trimodal distribution summarized above. Several investigations have reported unimodal and bimodal distributions of mortality regardless of geographical location with relevant differences in the presence of early and late deaths ([Table 3](#pone.0148844.t003){ref-type="table"}). An Indian study published by Sahdev et al. reported an additional fourth peak between day one and two and classified as "delayed deaths" \[[@pone.0148844.ref009]\]. One reason for this additional peak might be the differences between present trauma systems at the time point of analysis. Demetriades et al. have shown in a large study of trauma deaths that there is no specific universal temporal distribution of death \[[@pone.0148844.ref010]\]. The authors critically discussed that the distribution of death highly depends on mechanisms of injury, the injury patterns, injury severity and age of the patients. Moreover, this analysis has clearly shown that the temporal distribution of death in penetrating trauma is different from that in blunt trauma \[[@pone.0148844.ref010]\]. Patients with penetrating injuries died more frequently within the first 60 minutes (immediate death). While blunt trauma patients rarely died within the first hour or on scene \[[@pone.0148844.ref010]\]. Søreide et al. also questioned the trimodal distribution and postulated that the temporal distribution is an effect of selected time interval model \[[@pone.0148844.ref011]\]. The authors noted that temporal distribution merely serves as an educational tool. Data from two large European registries (Trauma Registry of German Society of Trauma Surgery and Trauma Audit and Research Network (TARN) UK) was used to characterize trauma deaths according to the time point of death \[[@pone.0148844.ref012]\]. These large databases confirm that the time to death after severe trauma does not follow the trimodal distribution, but rather show a consistently decreasing mortality rate over time \[[@pone.0148844.ref012]\].

Brain injury is still the leading cause of death after multiple trauma. Especially early deaths (up to 24 hours) and first week deaths are more often due to brain injury \[[@pone.0148844.ref013]\]. The second frequent cause of death is exsanguination mainly due to thoracic or abdominal injuries. Isolated hemorrhage is predominant in penetrating trauma, while brain injuries with combination with severe bleeding were more frequently observed with blunt trauma \[[@pone.0148844.ref014]\]. Focusing on late post-traumatic deaths Søreide and coauthors observed that patients who died due to Multiple Organ Failure (MOF) were predominantly older and less severely injured in comparison to those who died early \[[@pone.0148844.ref011]\]. Whether the initial trauma deaths are preventable or not, has been also discussed in studies. Chiara and co-authors considered patients with at least one sustained injury with AIS of 6 or head injury with ≥5 as unsalvageable. Other studies analyzed trauma death in the first hour and calculated a potential salvageable death rate of up to 7% \[[@pone.0148844.ref005],[@pone.0148844.ref014]\].

The advantage of post-mortem examinations after trauma is the exact identification of injury severity, injury patterns and causes of death. However, the interpretation of this data is complex and difficult. In severely injured blunt trauma patients fatal injuries may affect multiple different organ systems and body areas. The differentiation whether severe brain injury or thoracic injury with heart or vessel lesions is the primary cause of death is complex. In this case the definition of leading injury according to MAIS might be useful. It is an objective and standardized way to graduate the severity of injuries present after trauma. However, only a few studies documented and classified the organ injuries according to AIS.

We have identified great variability between the studies. Especially in the inclusion criteria used by the different publications reviewed. Most studies included both penetrating and blunt trauma patients ([Table 2](#pone.0148844.t002){ref-type="table"}). The percentage of patients with penetrating trauma ranged between 4% and 38%. As previously described, penetrating trauma has been shown to have a different pattern of mortality with predominantly higher rates of immediate and early deaths. Thus, discrepancies in penetrating and blunt trauma rates make the studies less comparable. Moreover, trauma mechanisms, such as suicides, hanging, or burns may also have an effect on mortality pattern, but also have been included in several analyses. Secondly, in order to calculate the temporal distribution, studies have shown a wide heterogeneity of time intervals chosen. This discrepancy may also be responsible for inconsistency reported by authors. Previous studies have encouraged standardized reporting of data after trauma \[[@pone.0148844.ref011]\]. Thirdly, the demographic parameters have also shown a wide range ([Table 1](#pone.0148844.t001){ref-type="table"}). Only a few studies documented a representativity of the included study population. According to previous studies, age is a relevant factor and affects the distribution \[[@pone.0148844.ref010],[@pone.0148844.ref015]\]. Elderly trauma victims more frequently sustain low energy trauma. The presence of comorbidities and medications appears to increase the risk of developing systemic complications during the clinical course \[[@pone.0148844.ref016]\]. Finally, different trauma system are known to influence both time and location of trauma deaths \[[@pone.0148844.ref016]\]. Geographical diversity might be one explanation for differences in pre-clinical mortality. Several investigators excluded the preclinical death in early studies; and therefore missed relevant pre-clinical patient data collection. Other investigations have demonstrated that the implementation of a new trauma system has led to modifications of temporal pattern of mortality \[[@pone.0148844.ref017],[@pone.0148844.ref018]\]. We suggest that a short paragraph is included describing the trauma system in future studies, in order to consider the effects of the different trauma systems.

Conclusion {#sec009}
==========

According to our review, there appears to be a consensus in that the temporal distribution of trauma deaths is uni- or bimodal. It is difficult to differentiate whether the pattern of mortality has changed due to improvement of trauma care or due to differences in reviewed studies. We have identified clear variability between publications. We feel that further more standardized studies in this field are required. We would like to encourage investigators to choose the inclusion criteria more critically, to compare their demographic data to the geographic population, and to consider factors affecting the pattern of mortality. Moreover, autopsy studies have a huge value since they allow the identification of exact causes of deaths and injury patterns. Brain Injuries followed by exsanguination are still leading causes of death. However, the interpretation of data is not always easy. (How severe were these injuries? Which injury was lethal? Which combinations are deadly?). Standardized and objective documentation of lesions and injuries (e.g. AIS or others) is of importance and allows further studies to compare their results. Moreover, we feel that future studies should separately consider the impact of penetrating versus blunt injuries and the role of concomitant injuries.
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ATLS

:   Anvanced Trauma Life Support

AIS

:   Abbreviated Injury Scale

ISS

:   Injury Severity Score

MOF

:   Multiple Organ Failure

TARN

:   Trauma Audit and Research Network
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